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Clifford Algebras for Algebras with Involution of Type D 
N. JACOBSON 
In this paper we shall give a natural generalization of the even (or second) 
Clifford algebra of a quadratic form so as to apply to any finite dimensional 
central simple algebra 91 with involution J of type D. The corresponding even 
Clifford algebra K+(%, J) has a canonical involution L. One can distinguish two 
classes of algebras with involution of type D called type D, and D, (definition 
in Section I). Besides this, if the dimensionality of 41 is (2Z)“, then one distin- 
guishes the case I even and I odd. Accordingly, one has four possibilities for 
the structure of (a+(%, J), 1). The most interesting of these is that of type D, , 
E even. In this case, we obtain a decomposition of K+(91, J) as a direct sum of 
two ideals 0, and Cr, each of which is invariant under L. The K, are central 
simple and we show that \!I s: L’, @$ KS y 1 in the Brauer group. The proof of 
this involves an extension of the classical principle of triality. 
The first two sections of the paper are almost wholly expository. In 
Section III we define the even Clifford algebra (5+(X, J) and we show that 
this coincides with the usual even Clifford algebra when the latter is defined. 
In Section IV we study the case of algebras of type D, with I even and in 
Section 1’ we define an extension of the notion of the Clifford group to the 
present case of an algebra with involution of type D. 
I. CENTRAL khlPLE ,iLGEBRAS WITH hVOLUTIOPi 
By an algebra with involution we mean a pair (91, J) where VI is a finite 
dimensional associative algebra with 1 f 0 over a field @ of characteristic 
# 2, together with an involution J (antiautomorphism of period two) in 91. 
Homomorphism, isomorphism, etc. for such pairs are defined as usual for 
groups with operators. For example, a homomorphism 71 of (‘U, J) into the 
algebra with involution (%3, K) is a homomorphism of PI into 8 such that 
17 : +7. The pair (YI, J) is simple if the only ideals of ‘II fixed by J are ‘u 
and 0. Then either 91 is simple or it is a direct sum of two simple ideals which 
are exchanged by J. If (?I, J) is simple then the subset of J-symmetric 
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(c” = c) elements of the center of 91 is a subfield and (91, /) is called central if 
this subfield coincides with the base field @. If P is an extension of the base 
field then we obtain the algebra with involution (91,) /) where 
and J in %, is the P-linear extension of J to 91, (91, J) is central simple if and 
only if (91, , J) is simple for every extension field P. The simple (necessarily 
central) pairs over an algebraically closed field Q are readily classified. They are 
1. -4, 91 = Horn, (A@, A) 3 Horn, (m, ,%?) where 1$? is an I dimen- 
sional vector space over Q and ,r is an involution exchanging the two factors. 
2. B, 91 == Horn, (,@, A), dim 1%’ = 21 -I- 1, J the adjoint mapping 
relative to a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (x, y) in A?. 
3. C, YI == Horn,, (L%r, ti), dim 1%’ =: 21, f  the adjoint mapping relative 
to a nondegenerate skew bilinear form [x,y] in A?. 
4. D, . ‘21 -: Horn, (a, A?), dim 117 = 21, J the adjoint mapping 
relative to a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (Y, y) in 1%‘. 
I f  @ is arbitrary and (\2[, J) is central simple then (SD , J) is an algebra 
X, , X = ‘4, B, C or D, if D is the algebraic closure of @. Then we say that 
(91, J) is of type X, . I f  (‘11, ,J) is of type A, then either ‘21 is a direct sum of two 
ideals and J exchanges these or the center of $21 is a quadratic extension of 0 
and J is of second kind. Accordingly, one says that the type is A,, or A,,, . 
In either case dim Yt = 2 F and the dimensionality of the space $@, /) of 
j-symmetric elements is Z2. If  (‘LI, J) is of type B, then necessarily ‘11 w 1 
(in the Brauer group) so ‘21 := Horn, (M, M) vv  ere M is 21 + 1 dimensional h 
and J is the adjoint relative to some nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. 
Here dim 91 = (21 + 1)’ and dim $@I, J) == (I -:- 1) (2E )- 1). I f  (?I, J) is of 
type C, then dim 91 == (21)’ and dim $@I, J) = Z(21 ~ 1). In addition if 
91 y  1 then the involution in Horn, (M, M) . g 1s iven by a nondegenerate skew 
bilinear form. If  the type is C, and 9t + 1 or if the type is D, and ‘11 is un- 
restricted then it is known that % is isomorphic to the algebra of linear trans- 
formations in a finite dimensional vector space over a division algebra d which 
has an involution of first kind. AIoreover, there exists a nondegenerate 
hermitian form h(u, W) relative to the involution in d such that J is the adjoint 
mapping relative to h. We can have A = @ and h(z~, V) is a symmetric bilinear 
form only if the type is D, . 11Te have dim 91 = (2/j” and 
dim $(?I, J) = l(21 -1. I) 
if the type is I), . 
I f  (91, /) is of type X, , X = A, B, C or I) then there exists a finite dimen- 
sional Galois extension Pi@ such that (?I, , J) is an algebra such as described 
in the list for the algebraically closed case and moreover, if the type is B, or 
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D, , then the symmetric bilinear form (,~,y) is of maximal Witt index. An 
extension field having these properties will be called a splittingfield for (?l, 1). 
I f  P/Q is a finite dimensional Galois splitting field, then for each s in the 
Galois group G of P/Q n-e let 7,< be the s-semilinear mapping in % = ‘II, 
which is the identity on ?I (considered a subset of ‘ii). Then T,, is an s-semi- 
automorphism of (‘ii, /) (that is, automorphism of (a/@, J) which is s-semi- 
linear). It is clear that ~,?7, 7: T,( and 91 is the subset of ‘8 of elements which 
are fixed under every 7,< 
Conversely, let ((ii, J) be an algebra with involution over P and assume 
that for each s in the Galois group G we have an s-semilinear automorphism 
7S of (‘ii, J) such that T,~T, T,,, I,et *!I be the set of fixed points under all the 
7S Then ?I is an algebra over @ which is linearly disjoint with P,kD and 
satisfies Ix11 := \ii.l Also J maps 9[ into itself. Hence (3, J) is an algebra with 
involution such that (*II,. J) -- (‘ii, 1). 
From now on we restrict our attention to the algebras (‘U, J) of type 11, 
with base field @. If P is a finite dimensional Galois splitting field then we 
have a 21 dimensional vector space Mover @ with a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form (.v, y) of maximal Witt index such that ‘II,, = Horn, (A?, A), 
A := itI, ) and J is the adjoint mapping relative to (.v,y) (extended to A?). 
We remark that if .@/P is equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear formf 
and ] is the adjoint mapping relative to ,f(.f(.xA, y) = f(c~, y.4’) then f  is 
determined up to a scalar factor by J. Also if ;$#‘/I’ is a second vector space 
with nondegenerate bilinear formf’ and J’ is the adjoint mapping relative 
to .f’ then an isomorphism 0 of (Hom,(:@, :@), J) onto Hom,(A’, A’), J’) 
necessarily has the form .Y - Sm’XS where S is an isometry of (A?, p,f) 
onto (A%“,f’) for a suitable p in I’. In this sense the pair (A, (,)) is determined 
up to equivalence by 91, If  7, is determined as indicated then there 
exists an s-semisimilarity 7’, in A such that 
for X E ‘% = ‘II, Thus we have 
(.vT, , yT,) = p,(.\, y)“, (2) 
x, y  E ii?, pS E P. The transformation T, is determined up to a multiplier in P 
and we have 
TJ, = T,,P,,, (3) 
where p = {p,.,‘, is a factor set. The set of endomorphisms of the form 
1 See [.?, Lemma 2. p. 2951 
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P ,_,_o 7’,&, , 5, E P, can be identified with the crossed product (P, G, p) which 
is central simple over @. \Priting Q(X) for (x, x), we have 
which gives pf,, = &&, Hence p2 --c I and (P, G, p) has an antiauto- 
morphism. It is clear from (1) that YI is the set of linear transformations in 
AT/P which commute with the T,% . Hence ?I is the set of endomorphisms in 
1’ which commute with the endomorphisms of the form c 1’,[, Since 
(I’, G, p) has an antiautomorphism this implies that 
?I ‘v (P, G, p), (4) 
that is, ‘!I and (P, G, p) give the same element of the Brauer group over the 
field @. 
Let 7’ be an s-semisimilarity in :@ and let (pi , e, , t.., e,,) he a basis for 
.Ji,‘@, hence for &f/P. Then 
13,~ = (e, t ej) E @ and (e,T, ejT) p(e; , ej)S = p(e, , e,) 
gives (1) (/3) (t)’ = p(p) where (t) is the matrix of T relative to (e, , P, , ..., e2J 
and the ’ denotes the transposed matrix. Taking determinants we obtain 
det (t) -: CL*. We shall call 7’ proper or improper according as det(t) m= p 
or ~~ p. It is clear that this does not depend on the choice of the basis for 
M and we shall see that it is independent also of the choice of the @-subspace 
M such that 12/3, = i@. This notion is well known for similarities (s =: 1). 
The semisimilarities form a group and one checks that the proper ones form 
a subgroup of index two in the group of semisimilarities. 
Again let YI, the 7, and T, be as before. If every T, , s E G, is proper we shall 
say that (91, J) is of type I),,; otherwise of type Dill. In the latter case, the 
subset of s such that 1’, is proper is a subgroup H of index two in G. It is 
easy to see that the notion of type D,, or D,,, is independent of the choice of 
the Galois splitting field P. Since this will he a consequence of another 
result which we shall establish later we omit the proof at this point. 
II. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS OF FORMS OF MAXIMAL \VITT INDEX 
Let A3 he a 2Z-dimensional vector space over @, (s, y) a nondegenerate sym- 
metric bilinear form on M of maximal Witt index, Q the associated quadratic 
form Q(.x) = (x, x). Let C(M, Q) be the Clifford algebra based on M and Q, 
C+(M, 0) the even Clifford algebra, that is, the subalgebra of even elements of 
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C =- C(lU, 0). It is well known that C(M, Q) can be identified \vith 
Horn, (S, S) where S (the space of spinors) is a 21 dimensional vector space 
over @ [I, p. 701. The vector space C has a natural graded structure whose 
subspacc M,,, 1 of homogeneous elements of degree k is the space spanned by 
all elements of the form [,cl , ,x2 , ... ( .x,,] where this is defined inductively by 
[x1] .Yl 
[ .x1 ) “., .x2j-1 , Xzj] -~ [[Xl 7 “‘y X2,-1], ,Y2j] 
1 x”] ) , .I$, ) xs, , ] -=- {[x1 , “‘) .v2J, x2j ,.1} (5) 
and [a61 = a6 - ba, (~6) = ah ~1 6u [4, p. 471. The subspace Mclil can be 
characterized as the subspace spanned by all products of k mutually orthogo- 
nal vectors in M. \Ve have M, il :- ;lZ and 
C Lz @ $ M[1] Cl3 ibl[2] CB ‘.. CD 144[,~] 
CT == CD@ lW,*,E? M,,,&i “‘CD M[eJ] (6) 
and dim MLk, -= (;>f). In particular, dim ,1/1 L2L, == 1 and this space is spanned 
by any vector c = u1u2 ... u,, where (ui , uz , ..., uzl) is an orthogonal basis 
for Al/@. \Ve have c2 = ( 1)‘&3a ... ,Bg2 if Q(q) 7-z ,& Since (,) has 
maximal \Titt index we may choose the ui so that /3, = ( l)i. Then ca = 1 and 
@[cl -: DC, @ @c, where the ci are the orthogonal idempotents f  0,l in @[cl. 
The subalgebra @[cl is the center of Cl- and c is determined up to sign 
by the conditions that c is in this center and cL = 1. \\:e have C 1 C,(M, Q) 
,d C,(M, Q) where CL ~~ C,(M, Q) -z Cc, is an ideal in C It is known 
that C, is isomorphic to the algebra of linear transformations in a 2’- i dimen- 
sional vector space [1, p. 701. Since C ~=- C, @] C, we have S = S, @ S, 
where Si = SC, FVe have S,C, :- 0 if i + j and the restriction of CL 
to Si is Horn, (S, , Sj). I f  x E Ai we have .XC : ~~~ C.X. Hence if Q(X) f  0 
then the inner automorphism IY + .Y tX.v in C maps Cl into itself and 
exchanges the two components C; of C-. Hence 
Similarly, S,s = S, It follows that 
s,.x g s, , s,.x g ‘S, (7) 
for any .L EM. The space A’j is 2’ i-dimensional. 
TVe recall that there is an involution I in C called the main involution 
which is characterized by x1 --: I for s E M. If  z~r , u2 , ..‘, uk are orthogonal 
elements of M then 
Hence L is the identity in the spaces MLlfzl , JT~,I~, i1 and is - 1 in the spaces 
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‘q4,c+2] 1 J&+3] 3 k = 0, 1, ... . It follows that the dimension of the space 
of t-symmetric elements of C is 
22-1(21 -- I) if 1~ 2 or 3 (mod 4) 
2’-l(2’ -j I) if 1 := 0 or 1 (mod 4). 
Accordingly, L is an involution of type C or D according as I I 2, 3 or 
0, I (mod 4). In the first case, L is the adjoint mapping relative to a non- 
degenerate skew bilinear form f  on S and in the second it is the adjoint 
relative to a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form f  on S.” In either case 
,f(ux, w) --- ,f(u, zhy) if II, ‘: F S, .2‘ t Ail since .A’ =~ .v. 
\Vc have c! - c if 1 is odd and cL -= r if 1 is even. Hence in the first 
case 1 exchanges the two components C, of C’~ and (Ct , L) is of type il. In 
the second case, Ci m: C, This implies that the spaces S; are orthogonal 
relative to f  and the restriction (,), of , f  to Sj is nondegenerate. The involu- 
tion L in C, is the adjoint mapping relative to (,)( so (C, , 1) is of type 1) 
or C according as 1 7: 0 or 2 (mod 4). I n either case n-e introduce a trilinear 
mapping of the space M, ,Y, and S, into @ by 
III. EVEN CLIFFORD ALGEBRA FOR AN ALGEBRA wm 
INVOLUTION OF TYPE D 
\I’e now tensor all the spaces and algebras we considered in the last section 
with a finite dimensional Galois extension field Pi@ with Galois group G 
and we observe that the expected commutativities hold. For example, we 
can identify C = C(A?, Q), A@ = lMP with C, , Ct with C’G , Cj with C,, 
Let T be an s-semisimilarity in A?. Then it is known that T determines a 
unique s-semiautomorphism 17(T) of (C-, L) which is characterized by 
( x1x2 .‘. x2,,.)‘~ z @(xlT) (x,T) ... (xJ) (11) 
where p is the multiplier of T [4, p. 481. Replacement of T by a multiple 
7 . 
7 y, y  m P, gives the same semiautomorphism 7 in C-1. If  c is chosen in 
M,,,, as before then cq = c or -- c according as T is proper or improper. 
Since 5 c are the only elements of the center of Ct satisfying x2 = 1 this 
gives a characterization of the condition: T a proper semisimilarity, inde- 
pendent of the choice of the @-subspace M. If T is proper we have C: 5 Ci 
If  in addition 1 is even then the restriction #i) of 17 to Ci is an s-semiauto- 
morphism of (Ci , 5). It follows that 7(i) has the form X, - T,lX,T, where T, 
is an s-semisimilarity in Si relative to (,)( . 
? It can seen thatf has maximum Witt index. 
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Now suppose (VI, J) is an algebra with involution of type I) and t’is a Galois 
splitting field, so that ‘8 m= VI, m:- Horn, (:@, -J?) and J in % is the adjoint 
mapping relative to (.). I:or each s t G let 7,< and 7’,, be as in Section I, Then 
(3) and (4) hold. Let v> be the s-semiautomorphism in (c , [) determined I~); 
7’,, as above. ‘Then T,? depends only on 7, , hence only on (“I, 1) and the 
splitting field P. Also (3) implies that qYr,, ‘I\, so\\- let K (YI, J) be the 
subset of c+- of elements bvhich are fixed under all the r,\ ‘Fhen ti (11, 1) is a 
@-subalgebra of CT’ which is linearly disjoint to P:‘@ and satisfies 1’6 (7’ , 
so K, Cl. Since 77. is a semiautomorphism of (P, L), L maps C ‘(3, J) into 
itself so its restriction to ti- (?I, .I) is an imolution which we shall call the main 
involution in K. It is clear also that each T,~ maps the space ll/I, “,, j into itself. 
Hen cc 
!I$ ?,(I =~ 31, z,,. ] n ti 
is a @ subspace of :@L2k-l such that 9ii2,~,lJ A2?12,B.1. LYe have 
K-~ = @ ‘~‘JJ~,,, t, “’ ‘i~~!ulpi, 
\Pe shall now show that all of this is independent of the splitting field I’ 
and of the choice of A? and (,). 11 7e note first that if fi’ is another vector 
space over P with nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (,)’ and S is a 
I-1 linear mapping of M onto XI’ such that (xS, J~S)’ = p(s, ~8) then the 
argument establishing the existence of 71 satisfying (1 1) sho\\s that there 
exists an isomorphism i; onto the even Clifford algebra defined by (,)’ 
which maps s, ‘. .vzlC into p "(S,S)(S,S) .” (.Y~,,S). It follows from the remark 
on the determination of &?, (,) by ?I, made in Sec. I that C (91, J), L and the 
space 9J3Jlirai are determined up to equivalence by (YI, 1) and 1’. \Ye 
consider next the invariance under change of the Galois splitting field P. 
Since any tv-o Galois splitting fields are contained in a single one it is enough 
to show invariance under extension of P to a finite dimensional Galois field 
Z/CD. \\:e have Mx (n/Z,), = /If,, ‘!i, 91r, (:‘- : C$, etc. 1T.e obserl-e 
also that an s-semilinear transformation in A? can be extended in exactly 
(2 : P) ways to a semilinear transformation in ,ll, ‘I’hese correspond to the 
extensions of s to automorphisms of 2‘:‘@. The same remark applies to the 
other spaces. The extensions obtained in this \wy from the TV , s 5 G, are the 
semilinear automorphisms of (21, , J) associated with the elements of the 
Galois groups K of Z/Q and 91 is the set of fixed points under all of these. 
If  u E K is an extension of s E G and 7,( is the associated z[-semilinear mapping 
of 41, then T,[ has the form X-t T;‘XT,, where 1’,, is a semilinear extension 
of T,s It follows that q,( is a u-semilinear extension of 71~ ‘Then the set of 
vu , u E K, is the set of semilinear extensions to Ci of the v,+ in CL’; It follo\~s 
that the algebra of fixed points relative to these is K-(Yf, J). This shows that 
&-1-(91, J) is independent of P. In a similar fashion one sees that L and the sub- 
spaces 11)1C,,81 are independent of P. 
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Sext suppose ‘11 N 1. This is equivalent to assuming that 4I == Horn, (N, LV) 
vvhcre ;V is 21-dimensional over @ and J is the adjoint relative to a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form in LV. If  R is the corresponding quadratic 
form then we can construct the Clifford algebras C(N, R) and C+(N, U). \\:e 
proceed to show that C~(JV, R) is isomorphic to the algebraKt(YI, /)which we 
constructed. Since ?I N 1 we have p N 1 which means that we may suppose 
T,T, = T,, . Then if Q(.v11) = ,+Q(.x)~’ \ve have &f := p,%( so 1~~ = F’v”, 
v  t P. \\:e can replace (.) in -17 by v(,). Th en, changing notation, we have 
Q(.rl’,) -= Q(X)“. Let S be the @-subspace of :%! of T,<-fixed elements for all 
s E G. Then A? = PA\: = -VTP and if .X E V, Q(s) = Q(X)“. Hence the rcstric- 
tions of (1 and (,) to N have values in @. It follows that (S, /) is Horn, (9, S) 
and J is the adjoint relative to the form (,) on .V. Hence we may assume these 
are as given at the outset and we have to show that K’(%, J) is the same as 
Cf (-V, R). Kow T,s extends in a unique fashion to an s-semilinear automor- 
phism 7: in C and in Cc, and it is clear that C(:V, R) and C-(iV. 19) can be 
identified with the @-s&algebras of C and Cl- of fixed points under all the 
17: , s E G. On the other hand, the definition of y,? shows that pi -A T,~ on Cl. 
Hence Cr(lV, .R) = K+(%, J) by the definition of the latter algebra. This 
proves 
THEOREM I. Zf ‘91 = Horn, (N, N), dim N = 21, and J is the adjoint 
rnapplll/: relative to a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form with associated 
quadratic form R then the ever1 Cl#ord algebra K+(Yl, J) is isomorphic to the 
even C&ford algebra C(iV, R). 
We now sort out the various possibilities for the structure of K+@, /) and 
its main involution L. It is clear from the structure of C+ and K; == C+ that 
K is either simple with center a quadratic extension of @ or it is a direct sum 
of two ideals. The second is the case if and only if every T,, is the identity on 
the center P[c] of C+. We have seen that this is so if and only if every T,$ 
is proper. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2. The even Cl#ord algebra K+(%, J) of the algebra zcith involu- 
tion (‘!I, J) of type D, is a direct sum of two simple ideals or is simple according as 
the type zs D,, or D,,, . 
This, of course, implies that the type is independent of the Calois splitting 
field P/Q. 
It is well known that C’(N, R) is a direct sum of two simple ideals or is 
simple according as (- 1)z 6, 6 the discriminant of R, is a square or not a 
square in @. Hence Theorems 1 and 2 give the 
COROLLARY. If 91 = Horn, (N, N), dim N = 21, J the adjoint relative to a 
symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form with quadratic form R then (‘21, J) is of 
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type II,, 0~ type II,,, accordirlLy as ( ~ 1)’ 6, 6 the discriminant of R, is a square 
or not a square in @. 
If we take into account the structure of &-t(“!, J) and the action of L in c 
we can see that we have the following four cases: (I) type III, 1 odd. Then 
(K> , L) is central simple of type A, (2) type D, , I even. Here 6’ KL I$ tiT 
where the K, are central simple and c maps Kc into itself. Also (K; , 1) is of 
type I1 or C according as k = 1:2 is even or odd. (3) type I),, , 1 odd. Here 
(K--, L) is of type A,, . (4) type II,, , I even. H ere K~’ is simple with center 1’ 
a quadratic extension of Q, and t is involution of type D or C according as 
k = l/2 is even or odd in K’iP. 
IV. THE CASE 1 EVEN AND TYPE D, 
Again let M be 21-dimensional over @, (,) a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form of maximal Witt index, Q the associated quadratic form, 
O(M, Q) the even Clifford algebra of M and 0. We have Cl- = C, @ C, , 
C, simple ideals. We assume that I = 2k is even. Then C: C CL , i = 1, 2. 
We have seen that if S is the space of spinors and Si = SC, then C, == Horn, 
(S, , S,) and L is the adjoint mapping relative to a nondegenerate symmetric 
or skew bilinear form (,)) in S, . Finally, we have the trilinear mapping of 
AI, S, and S, satisfying (10). If P/@ is a finite dimensional Galois extension 
field with Galois group G then we obtain A? = MP , i;+ = C’s = C+(A?, Q), 
c, , etc. Moreover, if T is an s-semisimilarity of i@ relative to (,) (extended to 
a) then this determines an s-semiautomorphism 77 of c+ and if T is proper 
then e! s ci , Then the restriction $Z) of 7 to c;, has the form 
X; - T;‘X, Ti 
where T, is an s-semisimilarity in 3, relative to (,)? We shall call the s-semi- 
similarities (T, T, , T,) in il?, 3, and 3, related if 
(xT, x,T, , xpTz) = h(x, x1 , x$ (12) 
for all x E A?, xi E 3, where h is a fixed nonzero element in P. We shall now 
prove 
THEOREM 3. The s-semisimilarity T and the T, determined up to multipliers 
in P by the semiautomorphisms 7 ci) in. ci are related. Moreover, if (T, T; , T;) are 
related then T: is a scalar multiple of Ti , i =I 1, 2. 
Proof. We note first that if (T, T, , T,) and (U, U, , U,) are related then 
so are (TU, T,U, , T,U,) and (T-l, T;l, T;l). Next let U be the s-semi- 
similarity in L$? which is the identity on M. Then it is clear that the semi- 
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automorphism determined by U in c, has the form Xi -+ U;rXiUi where I,‘, 
is the s-semisimilarity in 3; which is the identity on Si . We have 
(xc:, x1 u, ) x2U2) = (x, x1 ) x$ 
so (U, C’, , (I,) are related. It is now clear that it is enough to prove the first 
statement of the theorem for T a proper similarity. \Ve consider next the 
uniqueness question. Thus let (T, T; , 7‘;) be related. Then from (12) and 
(10) we obtain 
then this leads to 
(As-‘(x,x)) T; = p;-‘(.x2T;) (xl’) 
Similarly, we have 
(A”-‘(x,x)) T; = &(x, 7’;) (XT) 
if pa is the multiplier of T; I f  we combine (13) and (14) we obtain 
(4”;) W) (Y T)) P- ’ ~= Y(~~Y 1) T; 
where p is the multiplier of T and y  E P. 
This implies that 
xy _ Y tT;)-’ X,T; 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
if 7”) is the s-semiautomorphism in c, defined by T. Since X:“’ == T;lX,T, 
it follows from this that y  = 1 and T; is a scalar multiple of T, Similarly, 
Ti is a scalar multiple of T, . Now let 0 be a proper orthogonal transformation 
in A (relative to Q). Then 0 determines a unique automorphism 0 of (c?, L) 
such that x” = x0, x E h?. It follows that there exists a similarity 0’ in S 
such that Xg = (0’)l X0’ for X E c. Also since 0 is proper co = c and 
c = cj. It follows that 0’ maps Si into itself so its restriction Oi to Sj is a 
similarity relative to (,)< . I f  x1 E S, and x E &’ then ((x1(0’)-l zc) 0’ = .+F 
and the fact that Six E S, and SPz G s”, give the relation 
((x,0,1) x) 0, = x&O). 
Hence if xg E Sz then 
UW,‘) 4 0, 7 %I)2 = (Ga 42 
so 
(17) 
and 
(x0-1, .qo;l, x20,1) = p(x, x1 , x2). 
It is clear from this that if 0 is any proper orthogonal transformation then 
there exist similarities 0, so that (0, 0, , 0,) are related. Kow let l’be a proper 
similarity in J? and let T, , i -: 1, 2, be the similarity in sj determined by 
the automorphism 7 ci) in @, L\‘e extend the base field P to the algebraic 
closure 12 and make the corresponding extension of the spaces and forms, 
Now we have a y  E Q such that 0 _ yT is proper orthogonal. Hence there 
exist similarities 0, in S,, such that (x0, .v,O, , .x~O,) =-: p(.~, si , ,x.,), x E J?J, , 
x, E s,, -4los the uniqueness result wc established shows that 0, 0, , 0, are 
multiples in Q of 7’, T, , l’, respectively. Hence we hate 
(.xT, xlT1 ) ,x2 T,) : h(s, s, , x2) 
for s E A?, xi E si where h is a fixed element in Q. Since (s?‘, s,T, xzT,J and 
( 2, .~r , .Q) E P, and (x, si , sp) $ 0, wc have h t P and this completes the 
proof. 
Remark. It is easy to see-for example, by using the fact that the rotation 
group in the algebraically closed case has no subgroup of index two-that the 
Tj are necessarily proper. 
\Ve can now prove 
THEOREM 4. Let (?I, J) be an alzebra with involution of type I>, where 
dim 41 = (21)2 and 1 is even and let K1 and K:, be the simple components of the 
even ClifJoord algebra K+(ll, J). Then ‘U @) K1 EI K, - 1. 
Proof. Let P be a finite dimensional Galois splitting field and let the 78 , 
T,? and rls, s E G the Galois group, be as in Section III. The restriction 
7:’ of Q to ci has the form Xi - (T,ii’)-l X,Tii’ where Ti” is an s-semi- 
similarity and 
(xTs , x,T;l’, qTj2’) = A&, x1 , x2)’ (18) 
for .Y E A, mi E Si Suppose 
T,T, = ps,tl’,, , l‘ii’Tji’ = pi,“: T,‘;’ . (19) 
Then ‘u - (P, G, p) and Ki - (P, G, pti)) and so 
% @ Q, @ c2 - (P, G, /I) @ (I’, G, p’1’) @ (P, G, /P’). 
Now it follows from (18) that 
Ps,tPi;;Pbfl = x&G1 . (20) 
Hence p x p(l) x pc2) - 1 and consequently 91@ K1 @ K2 - 1. 
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V. CLIFFORD GROUPS 
I f  (2l, J) is an algebra with involution of type D then the element u E ‘II 
is called a J-similarity (/-unitary) if uuJ = /31 # 0 (uuJ = 1). I f  P/Q is a 
Galois splitting field and ii?, 7S , T,y are as before then u is a J-similarity 
(/-unitary) if and only if u is a similarity (orthogonal) transformation in 
,6$/P relative to (,) and T;QLT,~ = U, s E G. We shall call u proper if u is a 
proper similarity in i@/P. It is clear that the j-similarities (J-unitary elements) 
form a group under multiplication and the proper ones form a subgroup of 
index < 2 in the group of J-similarities (J-unitary elements). 
Now let u be a proper J-similarity and let 5 be the automorphism in (Cf, I) 
determined by u as a proper similarity of &?!. Thus if X, y  are orthogonal 
elements of A?! then (my); = Y-‘(xu) (y u 1% ) .h ere v  is the multiplier of u. Then 
the condition T;hT,? m= u implies that 177 = Q< if qs is the s-semisimilarity 
in (c”, 1) determined by T,? . It follows that 5 maps the even Clifford algebra 
~*(PI, J) of (91, J) into itself. Hence the restriction of < to K+(‘u, /) is an 
automorphism of (K+, 1). Since u is proper it follows also that i is the identity 
on the center of K+. Hence this is an inner automorphism of K’ and conse- 
quently there exists a v  E B’ such that z: = v-ix~, z E 0’~. Since & -z l< we 
have TX ~.: yl, y  f  0 in the center of K-:-t. It is clear also that 
Conversely, let z, be a regular element of K+ such that v~-~W[,~~ s 9JJ1c,I . 
Since &?[a1 = PW[,, it follows that v’-~&?[~,Y = A?tzl Then it has been 
shown by Wonenburger ([4], p. 53) that there exists a similarity u in A?l 
whose associated automorphism < in c’ is the mapping z-k z~‘zv. Moreover, 
if 1 > 1 then u is determined up to a multiplier in P. Since v  E K+ it follows 
that T;‘uT, = 6,Yu where 6,s E P. Then 6$S, = S,?, and this implies that we 
can replace u by a multiple and after a change of notation we may suppose 
that T~;‘uT, = U. Hence u E 91 and this element is a J-similarity. Finally, 
since the automorphism 5 leaves fixed the elements of the center of c+ it 
is clear that u is proper. 
These considerations suggest the following 
DEFINITION. Let (2l, J) be an algebra with involution of type D, K :(a, J) 
the associated even Clifford algebra. Then multiplicative group of regular 
elements v  of K’- such that v-‘!~I~~,~z~ c !117r,l is called the ezen Clijfordgroup 
e ‘- of (‘u, J). 
We have seen that if v  E Qf then vv[ is in the center of K+. It follows that 
the mapping v  - WY is a homomorphism into a commutative group. The 
kernel of this mapping will be called the reduced even CZz#ord group of (‘II, J). 
We hope to study the Clifford groups in a later paper. 
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